A SELECTED LIST OF COMPOSITIONS BY VICTOR HERBERT

Vocal

ABSENT THE FRAPPÉ MacDonough .50
AH! SWEET MYSTERY OF LIFE Young .50
ALL FOR YOU Bloom .65
ALWAYS DO AS PEOPLE SAY YOU SHOULD Smith .50
AN EASTER DAWN MacDonough .50
BECAUSE YOU'RE YOU Blossom .50
CUPID WILL GUIDE Smith .50
EILEN ALANNA ASTHORE Blossom .50
FREE TRADE AND A MISTY MOON Blossom .50
GOODBYE JOHN Smith .50
GYPSY JAN Smith .50
GYPSY LOVE SONG Smith .50
HALLOWEEN MacDonough .50
I CAN'T DO THE SUM MacDonough .50
IF EYE HAD LEFT THE APPLE ON THE TREE Blossom .50
IF LOVE WERE WHAT THE ROSE IS Swinburne .50
IF ONLY YOU WERE MINE Smith .50
I'M FALLING IN LOVE WITH SOMEONE Young .50
I NEED AFFECTION Young .50
IRELAND MY SIRELAND Blossom .50
IRELAND HAVE A GREAT DAY, THE Blossom .50
ISLE OF OUR DREAMS Blossom .50
ITALIAN STREET SONG Young .50
I WANT WHAT I WANT WHEN I WANT IT Blossom .50

Instrumental, Selections, Marches, Waltzes, etc. from Successful Musical Productions

BABES IN TOYLAND Selection .80
Waltzes .65
March of the Toys .50
BABETTE Selection .80
There Once Was An Owl .50
CYRANO DE BERGERAC Selection .80
EILEEN Selection .80
ENCHANTRESS, THE Selection .80
Waltzes .65
FORTUNE TELLER, THE Selection .80
IT HAPPENED IN NORDLAND Selection .80
Entire Act .50
LADY OF THE SLIPPER, THE Selection .80
Waltzes .65
Mlle MODISTE Selection .80
Waltzes .65
Mascot of the Troop, March .50
NAUGHTY MARIETTA Selection .80
Dream Melody .50
OLD DUTCH Selection .80
ONLY GIRL, THE Selection .80
Waltzes .65
MISS DOLLY DOLLARS Selection .80
An American Heiress, March .50

Piano Solos

AL FRESCO (Intermezzo) .50
DEFENDAM (March) .50
ESTELLITA (Waltz) .50
FLEURETTE (Waltz) .50
GET TOGETHER (Fox Trot) .50
GHAZEL (Improvisation) .50
LA COQUETTE (Value Brillante) .50
LOVE THEMES .50
MOUNTAIN BROOK (Imitative) .50

AL FRESCO (Intermezzo) .65
DEFENDAM (March) .50
ESTELLITA (Waltz) .50
FLEURETTE (Waltz) .50
GET TOGETHER (Fox Trot) .50
GHAZEL (Improvisation) .50
LA COQUETTE (Value Brillante) .50
LOVE THEMES .50
MOUNTAIN BROOK (Imitative) .50

These prices are postpaid

M. WITMARK & SONS. Dept. B. 1650 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

It's FREE SEND FOR IT TODAY—OUR NEW 28 PAGE CATALOG DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE COMPOSITIONS OF VICTOR HERBERT
Ah! Sweet Mystery Of Life  
(The Dream Melody)

Lyric by RIDA JOHNSON YOUNG

For It Is Love Alone
That Rules For Aye!

Music by VICTOR HERBERT

Moderato

Andante

Ah! sweet mystery of life, at last I've found thee,
Ah! I know at last the secret of it all;
All the longing, seeking, striving, waiting,
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yearning,

The burning hopes, the joy and idle tears that

fall!

For 'tis love, and love alone, the world is

seeking;

And 'tis love, and love alone, that can re-

pay!

'Tis the answer, 'tis the end and all of living,

For it is
love alone that rules for aye!
For 'tis love, and love alone, the world is seeking,
For 'tis love, and love alone that can repay!
'Tis the answer, 'tis the end and all of living!
For it is love alone that rules for aye!

M.W. & Sons. 16999-3
Gypsy Love Song
(Slumber on, my little Gypsy Sweetheart)

Slumber on, my little gypsy sweet-heart,
Dream of the field and the grove.
Can you hear me, hear me in that dream-land,
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Kiss Me Again

Sweet sum-mer breeze, whisper-ing trees,
Stars shin-ing soft-ly a-bove;
Ros-es in bloom, waft-ed perfume,
Sleep-y birds dream-ing of
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ORCHESTRATIONS can be had
for both these songs 50¢ EACH

THE ABOVE CAN BE HAD WHEREVER MUSIC IS SOLD OR OF THE PUBLISHER
M. WITMARK & SONS DEPT W, 1650 BROADWAY NEW YORK
TWO UNUSUAL ERNEST R. BALL BALLADS
SELECTED FROM
THE WITMARK BLACK AND WHITE SERIES
MY HOUR
SOLO, THREE KEYS, C (d to e) — D (e to F) — F (g to a) 50¢ postpaid
DUET Eb, 65¢-T postpaid — OCTAVO, MALE, FEMALE and MIXED QUARTET 15¢ each, postpaid
Moderately (with much expression)
My hour — to which my heart will cling
When fade — my rain-bow dreams;
And in that
hour when life is o'er,
And your lips seek mine, too,
My soul on
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I PROMISE YOU
SOLO, THREE KEYS, Bb (d to e) — C (e to f) — Eb (g to a) 50¢-T postpaid
DUET Eb, 65¢-T postpaid — OCTAVO, MALE, FEMALE and MIXED QUARTET 15¢ each, postpaid
Moderately (with much expression)
I promise you a shelter in my arms,
A place to rest, a haven from alarms,
My grat-i-
-tude sincere till God's recall.
I promise you my life, my all.
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THE ABOVE CAN BE HAD WHEREVER MUSIC IS SOLD OR OF THE PUBLISHERS
M. WITMARK & SONS DEP'T W. 1560 BROADWAY NEW YORK
Prices: Solos 50¢-T — Duets 65¢-T — Quartets 15¢ each, postpaid
If you are interested in
ERNEST R. BALL BALLADS
send for catalog of his songs. It includes the complete Poems and Thematic quotations from 82 of his greatest successes. ENCLOSE STAMP FOR MAILING
Song Lovers the World Over Know

This TRADE MARK

It Represents The BEST There Is

In BEAUTIFUL BALLADS

(SACRED - SECULAR) Solos - Duets - Trios - Quartets

They can be played on Piano or Organ.

Ideal for the Home - Concert and Church.

If You Love a Good Ballad (Sacred or Secular)

Send for This Booklet

61 COMPLETE POEMS

Each a Gem
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